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EMERSON, Jemima (Burnham) (1783-1868) and Romanus Emerson (1782-1852)

1 folder. 1 item. 1822. Original.

SC2017.3.1

**BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD**

SC EMERSON, Jemima (Burnham), 1783-1868, and Romanus Emerson, 1762-1852

Letter from Jemima and Romanus Emerson, Boston, Massachusetts, to Fanny Goodridge, Lexington, Kentucky, in which they express their concern about Goodridge’s move from Boston to Kentucky and her religious experience.

1 folder. 1 item. Original.
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**SUBJECT ANALYTICS**

Goodridge, Fanny, 1789-1855 – Letter to Religion Teachers and teaching – Lexington

**SEE and SEE ALSO**

Simerwell, Fanny (Goodridge), 1789-1855

See also:
Goodridge, Fanny, 1789-1855
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